1. Definitions and notation. Let G be a compact group, G the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary continuous representations (henceforth "representation" means "unitary continuous representation") and if aEG, then Ta is some element of the class a. Ta is an irreducible representation of G acting on a ¿"-dimensional complex space Va, and x«> the character of a, is given by x<*(x) =Tr(Ta(x)), for all aEG (Tr = Trace). (Naimark's book [7] is a reference for these statements on G and the Fourier transform.) C(G), LV(G), M(G) denote the space of complex continuous functions on G, Lv with respect to the normalized Haar measure (fadx = l) on G, and the space of regular Borel measures on G respectively. then/ has the Fourier series /(x)~^aeGdaTr(/«ra(x)) (^-convergence) and ||/||2= 5Z«sg¿« Tr(/*/«) (* = adjoint). ||m|U==suP{||/*u||2:/G72(G),||/||2^1} (* = convolution).
Induced representations.
(For reference see R. Godement [2] .) Let 77 be a closed subgroup of G (then 77 is defined similarly to G, and r, is an element of the class iQH, with character <p, and dimension di). For aQG, Ta restricted to 77 is a representation of 77 hence it is a direct sum of irreducible representations of 77, say Ta(h) = Z©«'ei? na(i)r,(h) for all hQH where na(i) is the number of times that J"a| h contains t¿; for a fixed a, na(i)>0
for only a finite number of iQH since da = Z<eê na(i)di. ButpF=f, so ||7J|¿^||/||¿, thus ||F||¿ = ||/||¿. Further if/is real, then so is F, because a(i) =ä(i).
Q.E.D.
Let G be the class of compact groups having infinite abelian subgroups, hence compact infinite abelian subgroups (by closure). 
